DynEd Plus App
Extra practice on your mobile device
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Get Study Tips to get the most out of your lessons
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Earn points to open up more content
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Advance through the levels as you improve your listening skills
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See how well you stack up against other global English learners
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Compete with your friends on Facebook

MyDynEd App

Your window into everything DynEd!
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Take the DynEd Plus Assessment
Test
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Launch all your DynEd courses
and apps
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Find out about DynEd Events in
your region
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Access and share DynEd Media:
videos, study guides, and more.
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Follow DynEd Social Media sites
around the world
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Track your Progress towards
your Certiﬁcation goals

4

Check DynEd News and success
stories from around the globe.
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View your Study Records

English Learning in Half the Time
get to your goals faster and eﬀectively

Advanced Testing Tools
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DynEd’s technology-assisted Placement Tests
evaluate your skill level and assign you to the
level that is right for you. Teachers evaluate
your progress and measure advancement
towards your Certiﬁcation goals using
DynEd’s Mastery Tests. DynEd’s advanced
Speaking Test measures your oral ﬂuency.

Blended Learning
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Goal Based Learning
DynEd courseware is designed to get
you to meet your English learning
goals quickly and easily. Our course
menu screens provide you with all the
information you need to make each
study session as eﬀective as possible.
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Your Own Learning Path
DynEd provides you with an individualized learning path based on your initial
skill level. Our advanced technology ensures that you will always be studying
at the level that is right for you—never
too hard or too easy.

By combining multimedia course study
with classroom sessions, you and your
teachers will be able to focus on results!
DynEd’s blended-learning models allow
teachers to act as facilitators so that you
can practice and personalize the language
in a way that leads to ﬂuency faster.

Measure Your Progress
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DynEd’s content is carefully sequenced
so that you follow the four-skill path
that is most conducive to language
learning: listening and speaking ﬁrst,
then reading and writing.

DynEd’s award-winning Records Manager
tracks every mouse click you make, and analyzes and makes recommendations to you
and your teachers that will greatly improve
your language learning process.

Mobile Tools

Sequenced Content
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As a DynEd student you have access to
a fully mobile-enabled platform that
allows you to study, assess your progress, interact with your friends and
learn more about the learning system
while on your mobile device.
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Real-time Feedback
DynEd’s Intelligent Tutor provides you
with real-time, qualitative feedback
that continuously helps you maximize
the outcome of your DynEd study
time. You can ﬁnd your iTutor messages on your course screen, by clicking on the lightbulb icon.

